2019
DICK HOFF MEMORIAL
TARGET RIFLE MID-RANGE MATCH
July 27-28, 2019 Miami Rifle and Pistol Club, Cincinnati, OH.

RIFLES- Any safe original or reproduction traditional muzzle loading style of firearms fired from the shoulder in the mid - late 1800’s era of International Rifle Matches or breech loading single shot rifle chambered in an original black powder cartridge.

BULLETS- Lead alloys, no gas checks, paper patch ok.

SIGHTS- Original type vernier rear and aperture front. Hadley eyecups and scope class-original style ¾” scope and mounts ok.

PROPELLANT- Black powder or pyrodex only, no duplex.

COURSE OF FIRE-
300 yds. prone, 10 shots for score, not including sighters. Pair fired, 60 minute relays.
500-600 yds. prone, 10 shots for score, not including sighters. Pair fired, 60 minute relays.
Sling only for muzzle loaders. International rest or x-sticks for cartridge. Muzzle loaders using a rest will complete in the cartridge class.

NOTE: When shooting at 500 and 600 yds. the road into the club facility must be closed.
Therefore, each 500-600 yd stage will be held in three 20 minute segments to permit reopening of the road.

SATURDAY –Registration and shooters meeting at 9:00 am. Match begins at 9:30 am. 300-500 yd. stages.

SUNDAY- Shooters meeting at 9:30 am. Match begins at 10:00 am. 600 yd stage.

RULES- Safe conduct of all matches and activities shall be foremost. Any person who is conducting themselves in an unsafe manner shall be dismissed from the activity. Hearing and eye protection required. Everyone will score and take their turn in the pits. Bring a chair, sunglasses, food, water, and rain gear. We will not be stopping for lunch.

AWARDS-  1st - 2nd - 3rd for aggregate total. Separate awards for cartridge and muzzle loader class. This is not an NRA registered match so no national records can be set.

FEES- Match fee $30.00. Non-shooter picnic fee $5.00. Make check out to David Munch.

PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED!
SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO UNFORSEEN CIRCUMSTANCES!
Range GPS Coordinates  N 39° 8.83416, W 084° 10.70826

ENTRY INFORMATION
Pre-registration is Required by phone or e-mail by July 21, 2019.
We will try to honor all squading requests but no guarantees!
To register or to get additional information contact match director Dave Munch at: 513-474-6292 or e-mail @ dmunch451ml@gmail.com
Dear Competitor,

Please complete and return this form to Dave Munch by regular mail at 778 Shoreham Ct., Cincinnati OH 45255 to arrive no later than July 21, 2019.

NAME___________________________________________________________

ADDRESS________________________________________________________

CITY_________________________ STATE___________ ZIP_____________

TELEPHONE_________________________________________________________

E-MAIL____________________________________________________________

Muzzle loader(sling) _____ Cartridge _____ Muzzle loader( rest) _____

There will be a picnic on Saturday evening. Cost included in registration

  Registration Fee………………………………………………………….. $ 30.00
  Non-shooter picnic………………………………………………………. $ 5.00

Requested Squading
Accommodations
(There are motels and restaurants at each of these exits)

Exit 57 Milford - SR 28 (This is a very busy area north of range)

Exit 59B Milford Parkway – SR 50 (This is the same exit as the range.)

Exit 63B - SR 32 (This is the first exit south of the range)

Exit 65 – Beechmont Ave – SR 125 (This is the second exit south of the range)